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Jameson express pros

Whiskey recipe ideas for the virtuoso cocktail. Explore this list of whiskey cocktails to challenge your mixology skills. Every year, we are proud to welcome Jameson Barrelman's Homecoming, where we welcome 500 of the world's best bartenders to our home in Ireland. Here is the inside information about what professionals drink, and how to do them. Get more beverage recipes delivered only to your
inbox. Thank you for joining our family! While waiting for news from us, why don't you take a look at some of our delicious drink recipes for the next time you're hosting your friends? SHOW ME RECIPES Nelson-Jameson Learning Center Bread Crumbs Pages Customer Service About Us We are a supplier of food processing plants, dairy products and beverages of unique origin. From sanitation to
maintenance, lab or processing line, you'll surely find what you're looking for in Nelson-Jameson. Redefining distribution While most suppliers simply deliver products —Nelson-Jameson offers solutions. Through our comprehensive offers of specialized curated food safety products and programs, Nelson-Jameson can help reduce your transaction costs by providing the products and services needed to
produce safe, quality food. Expertise in the food industry For over 70 years, Nelson-Jameson has been a reliable source of food processing and dairy supplies. Our commitment to service is unique; we know that there is more in a business relationship than just the supply of products. That's why Nelson-Jameson strives to go beyond the level of service of our competitors. Our Account Managers, Sales
Technical Team and Product Managers are passionately dedicated to ensuring the safety and quality of your finished product. This collaborative approach provides unmatched support for all Nelson-Jameson direct and indirect product solutions. Our Technical Sales Team is composed of experienced professionals in the sector with an extensive training in cheeses and dairy plants, which creates a unique
environment of personal service. Their combined expertise and more than 230 years of experience in the dairy industry —117 years directly at the factory—ensures nelson-jameson food and beverage customers receive the highest standard of sales support from a specialized team that understands their industry. Our support and service don't stop there — our dedicated team is available to serve you in six
locations: Nelson-Jameson has product departments organized to serve all areas of your plant: Receiving/Raw Materials, Processing/Production, QC Lab/Test Kitchen, Packaging, Warehouse, Employee Lounge/Office and Plant Exterior. Our product specialists are available for Customized solutions based on Nelson-Jameson's food safety programs —developed specifically for food and dairy processors
and inspired by FSMA, regulators, and the latest food safety and quality research: Nelson-Jameson Supplier Consolidation has more than 50,000 products —direct and indirect—specifically with the food processor in mind. Por Por the widest possible variety of products from a single source, we can help improve the efficiency of your business. And because we represent more than 850 manufacturers, we
can easily reduce the number of suppliers you have to work with. Nelson-Jameson is actually the one-stop store of the food processor—providing the convenience of an order, a shipment, and an invoice. Why Nelson-Jameson is the provider of options for small and large food processing facilities in the U.S.: more than 5,000,000 cubic feet of storage capacity at our five distribution center locations. Superior
logistics. Flexible delivery options. Low truck route delivery service at no scheduled cost. Ethics of service that goes beyond that of other distributors. Preferred and exclusive distribution relationships with leading product manufacturers. Whether you are starting a new line, performing a complete plant expansion project or just need to meet the daily requirements, we have you covered. Nelson-Jameson
Purchasing &amp; Inventory Management understands the critical need to have the right products available when you need them. That's why we develop customized inventory solutions and orders made for the food industry. We will work with you to develop the program that best suits your needs: Conduct consolidation audits and standardization of inventory and product. Focusing on the needs of your
entire plant rather than specific product categories. Offering a personalized program that aligns with our broad spectrum of products — Direct and Indirect.Creating a personalized program that makes sense for your plant and achieves your unique goals. Our robust e-acquisition capabilities include EDI and PunchOut; integration skills with Ariba, Oracle and other acquisition platforms. Nelson-Jameson can
also offer corporate pricing, sock agreements, standing orders and documented cost-cutting programs. Regulatory compliance The Nelson-Jameson distribution process is unique because we can receive the product at the point of manufacture and deliver it to the point of use. This offers the best chain of custody between ingredient manufacturers and food processors. We have a dedicated Regulatory
Affairs administrator, and our employees are trained in HACCP, Allergen, PIB and SQF. We may also provide comprehensive product documentation, including: Continuous Warranty Product Data SheetsMDS SheetsHACCP Process Flow Country of Origin StatementsNutritional DataAllergen &amp; GMO Statements3rd Party Audits Kosher &amp; Halal CertificationSCertification of Liability Insurance NSF
Certificates of Analysis All Nelson-Jameson distribution centers are registered as food warehouses and are compliant with FSMA, GFSI, FDA and USDA. Our marshfield facilities, and Turlock, CA are audited by SQF and our Amarillo, TX facility is audited annually by ABI. Our history from left to right: Jerry Lippert, President; Amanda Sasse, Web Marketing Manager; John Nelson; Mr. President; Adam
Nelson, vice president of technology. Em Em Earl Nelson, his father Ted, Herb Jameson, and Bob Dougherty founded Nelson-Jameson as a dairy equipment and supplies business in Toluca, Illinois. Their goal was to serve as a comprehensive resource for dairy plants, but they soon discovered that their location in Illinois was not appropriate. So Ted and Herb studied dairy production maps and relocated
the business to Marshfield, Wisconsin - the heart of dairy production. Shortly thereafter, Jameson left Nelson-Jameson to pursue other business options, leaving the company in the hands of Earl and Ted Nelson. Nelson-Jameson is now run by the third and fourth generation of the Nelson family, and has added distribution centers in California, Idaho, Pennsylvania and Texas, as well as a sales office in
Illinois, to meet the needs of their markets. Over the years, Nelson-Jameson has expanded its product offerings to meet the needs of food, dairy and beverage plants —becoming the supplier of choice in all 50 states as well as in many foreign countries. Inscription: Opens September 5, 2016 | Sign up here Date: 2017 Duration: 13 months Eligibility: International Candidates Location: Dublin, Ireland Start
your career and enhance your business instincts on a global stage, working for the world's most iconic Irish whisky brand. The Jameson Graduate Program has launched many careers within the Pernod Ricard Group. As your whiskey, we take great pride in the quality of our graduates who continue to make a significant contribution to the Jameson brand around the world. The Jameson International Brand
Ambassador Becoming a Jameson Brand Ambassador program is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to work closely with teams of local brands in international markets, and introduce the world to the Jameson way of life. The variety of the role of Brand Ambassador differentiates him from almost all other graduate programs. Brand Ambassadors work on a wide range of marketing activities, such as brand
activation, education and mentoring. You'll work with local brand teams and off-the-top, and you'll also be in first name terms with bartenders, distributors, bloggers and event organizers. After your initial four weeks of intensive training at our Dublin head office, you'll arrive at your foreign market, meet the team, acclimatise and apply sun cream/thermal layers when needed. Each market has its own
challenges, but you can expect the following to be on your to-do list: Converting people 25 to 35 to jameson way of life through testing, market research and local media channels Help plan, plan and start marketing opportunities to put Jameson in the hands of urban trendsetters around the world Become a social media mogul; Tweeting, blogging and Instafacing (ok, we this, but we hope you stay on top of
the latest social media trends) on your progress Influence the big players in your market, from distributors to bartenders and loyal brand advocates Support your local brand team in all your market activations one step ahead of our competitors with research and strategy Immerse yourself in local culture and make us our eyes and ears on the ground Eligibility: Qualifications are essential, having an
international language is desirable and the following will also help you stand out from the crowd. You are a creative thinker and a highly enthusiastic self-beginner, but probably do not use phrases like self-beginner You have a strong business know-how You are independent, self-motivated and can work out of your own initiative You are passionate about brand marketing You are extroverted, confident and
an excellent communicator You are willing and able to adapt to new countries and cultures You have a positive attitude to solve problems (That's where your creativity comes in) You're an expert Hard worker , obviously you embody the jameson spirit of warmth, charisma and wit You are driven to succeed (with a full driver's license) Benefits: In addition to the opportunity to accelerate your international
career ambitions with the world's most iconic and best-selling Irish whisky brand, some other advantages of the jameson brand's international ambassadorprogram include : 4-week induction training program at the Head Office, Dublin 1 week comprehensive whisky education at The Irish Whiskey Academy in Midleton Distillery, Co. Cork 12 months of placing on the international competitive salary market
Two return flights to Ireland per year (for commercial purposes) laptop iPad Company Car (when applicable in the market) For more business and career opportunities, check out our opportunities section and subscribe to our weekly newsletters. Bulletins.
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